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First Stage
This team is the core protagonist and proponent. This team makes the stage one offer based on the
demonstrated credentials and our capacity to attract serious talent and participation should we be
successful in being selected for stage two.
Our proposal seeks to benefit council by reflecting realities; previous successful projects demonstrate
that benefits accrue when a core team makes invitations to others on the basis that the core team
takes responsibility:
• Risk is not diffused and performance is encouraged
• The invitation calls for an offer that implies that a proposition from a core team be assessed. Part
of the authorship of the proposition and part of the offer is an idea for both how the site will be
developed and how critical forces supplied by others will be involved.
• It will be better for the project to have Council involved in nominating the other key players. The core
team is confident that it can achieve a better result through consultation with council as to the host of
other required players compared with putting a consultant-focussed offer to Council.
• Experience indicates that the core team can join with Council in attracting serious talent to the
project if there is a 1 in 3 chance of success. It is better for the project to seek support from other
contributors once the core proposition from the core team is acknowledged by Council as being of
interest. Offering the Council all sorts of secondary players at such an early stage risks misjudgment.

Confirmed in consultation with Council
for Second Stage

Southeast Queensland based Consultants
Facilitation and Delivery

Support Disciplines

Timothy Hill - BDesSt Qld, BArch Qld, MArch RMIT, FRAIA, Adjunct Professor of Architecture,
University of Queensland
Donovan Hill amalgamated with BVN in 2012 and Timothy Hill established an independent Practice.
Key Skills
Strategic Leadership, Advocacy, Delivery of design intent through all scales, Artwork Facilitation
Key Projects
Translational Research Institute, State Library of Queensland, Northbridge Office Tower (Santos
Place), Neville Bonner Building, AM60
Hamilton Wilson - Architect & Director, Wilson Architects B.AppSc., B.Arch. (Hon), FRAIA, Adjunct
Professor of Architecture, University of Queensland
Key Skills
Research Leadership in strategic planning, Campus Planning, Theatre Design, Setting for community
engagement and/or learning.
Key Projects
UQ Art Museum, Lilley Centre, Ipswich Theatre UQ, Monash University Theatre upgrade review,
Translational Research Institute, JCU Singapore Masterplan, ‘Garland’ Community installation State
Library. He has also worked collaboratively with Donovan Hill, John Wardle Architects, T. R. Hamzah
and Yeang, and Lahz Nimmo Architects on national projects.
John Thong - Architect & Director, Wilson Architects B.Des St., B.Arch. (Hons), RAIA
Key Skills
Developing and coordinating client and complicated user briefs for large scale projects.
Key Projects
Translational Research Institute, Lowy Cancer Centre, UniNSW, Queensland Institute of Medical
Research, Queensland Brain Institute. He has also worked collaboratively with Donovan Hill, BVN,
John Wardle Architects, T. R. Hamzah and Yeang, and Lahz Nimmo Architects on national projects.
Beth Wilson - Landscape Architect and Director of Wilson Architects B.Sc., D.QIT(L.Arch), FAILA
Key Skills
Botanist, History of landscape, landscape design.
Key Projects

Cathedral Square, Brisbane Supreme Court Great Court, the re-development of the Brisbane City Botanic
Gardens, Roma St Transit Centre forecourt, Planting Queen St Mall, planting Queen’s Park, investigation
of the development of Queens Wharf Road William St precinct, Mincom Central Public Plaza, Suncorp
Stadium, and Translational Research Institute.

Engineers across all specialities to
be selected on actual and available
personnel. Global reach and research
base but with permanent local
representation. For example, the project
needs a wavelength that presumes high
standards but which has nous as to how
to achieve appropriate performance
without over-design.
Theatre design for cost effective use in
the long term.For example, a character
with qualifications that include the
ubiquitous task of rebuilding cultural
centres 10 years after construction so that
they are profitable to run.
Someone who genuinely comprehends
the difference between estimating and
cost planning. A person (perhaps retired?)
who has no allegiance to either the big
Quantitiy Surveyors franchises or the four
likely building companies, and who is fully
versed in how to achieve value across the
differing procurement systems.
Someone who is genuinely fascinated by
building rather than someone confined
or conditioned by the value for money
presumptions of local practice. We need a
person who has spent a decade building
in a society that has genuinely high
construction standards.

Third Stage

SEQ familiar

Intrinsically Gold Coast Global/Local

Sages

Civil resources

Artistic Outputs

An Elder or Community-nominated
person who holds respect and vast
indigenous knowledge and can act as
a facilitator.

Nursery and garden industry association

Digital Facade Installations

The marine construction and technology
industry

Living Land Artwork

A landscape guru to act as a critic not
a designer.

The canal makers and maintainers

A socio-anthropoligist who has a
working understanding of how people
behave.

The surfboard and fibreglass folk.
Tourism folk (the experience-focused crowd not
the facilities-focused crowd).

A public participation guru, someone
who knows their research about what
people find engaging and how culture
can become present outside of the
white box or the curtained circle.

The water management, swimming pools,
water features, and water proofing crew.

Someone digital and observant who
is pragmatically engaged with how the
future configurations of culture might
simultaneously be present, virtually
and actually.

Gold Coast surf-city link.

A historian, someone who is rich in
knowledge and its continuity.
An industry prossional who has an
open minded facination about gallery
planning.

The water recycling and land management
crew from Pimpama/Coomera.

Academy of design.
The Bond University and their research centre
for applied research in learning, engagement
and pedagogy.
The Griffith University and their ‘Gold Coast’
crew.
Calwan Development Corporation.
Gold Coast City Council Economic
Development Branch.

Pavillion / Skylight Set Pieces
Something big, beautiful and
fibreglass
A work demanding of the skills of
people who are skilled that can
manufacture boats
A water-borne piece advances
previous discussions about floating
stages.
A piece that is resilient as there will be
a swimming pool art piece.
A first: a piece of functioning eco
infrastructure which qualifies as art
and is also beautiful.
A mural, because the Gold Coast is
not afraid of a mural.
A moment for indigenous welcome to
country either in time and/or place.
Something from cedar: it was endemic
to the Gold Coast.
An artwork that inevitably invites
having ones photo taken with it. It’s so
Gold Coast to take a snap.

Whereas facilitating global/local interchange offers economic benefit beyond Procurement Policy:
•
•
•

Makes a match with Gold Coast creative industries/economic development policy
Assists in uniting local enterprises towards a common goal
Creates events for linkage and growth through collaboration

•
•
•
•

Fertilises growth through collaboration
Creates opportunities for furthering skills and knowledge
Creates opportunities for inter-trading in resources, talent and services
Fertilises support for development of new industries
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Translational Research Institute Wilson Architects & Donovan Hill
7
4
2
9 Hill
Brisbane CBD Draft Master Plan - Donovan

Mayne Art Museum Wilson Architects

State Library Queensland - Donovan Hill &
Peddle Thorp

A new interior mantle facilitates a constantly changing
future of changing exhibition at the site

SLQ reinvention lifts annual visitors from 125,000 to 1.4
million (the third most visited cultural site in Australia)

Testing of capacity and performance constraints
against a reformatted connectivity yields an alternative
city future

5

Lakeside Walk - University of
Queensland - Wilson Architects

1

Beyond laboratories the PA campus now has a 24/7
traversable garden heart.

1
TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
TheArchitects
Red Room+- Donovan
Queensland
Wilson
Hill State
Architects in Association
Library - Donovan
Hill & Peddle
$324,000,000,
39,500sqm,
complete 2012
Thorp
Procurement:
Managed Contract
Team: Timothy Hill, John Thong, Hamilton Wilson, Michael
Hartwich

UQ lakeside drainage areas are redeveloped as a
2
UQ MAYNE HALL ART MUSEUM
garden scheme attracting both increased campus and
Wilson Architects
visitor pleasures
$7,000,000, 3,100sqm, complete 2004

Procurement: Traditional Lump Sum
Team: Hamilton Wilson, John Thong, Michael Hartwich,
Michael Herse, Brent Hardcastle
2006 RAIA QLD FDG Stanley Award for Public Architecture
2005 DIA Commercial Interior certificate of merit

1.0

Santos Place - Donovan Hill

AM60 - Donovan Hill
6

3

A communicating stair has become a memorable
civic moment in the cultural amalgam of Brisbane’s
Southbank

Team Capability

8

Nil maintenance construction technologies are

7 STATE LIBRARY
OFcraftsmanship.
QUEENSLAND
3
BOND UNIVERSITY MULTIMEDIA LEARNING CENTRE
deployed to inexpensively
include for
Donovan Hill (Timothy Hill Architect)
Wilson Architects
$76,000,000, 35,000sqm, complete 2006
$3,400,000, 640sqm, complete 2004
Procurement:
Procurement: Managed Contract
Team: Timothy Hill, Donovan Hill Architects
Team: Hamilton Wilson, Brent Hardcastle, Fuller November, Jenny Yang

9 THE LILLEY CENTRE, BRISBANE G
Wilson Architects
$26,000,000, 6,400sqm, complete 2009
Procurement: Managed Contract
General Purpose North 3 &
4 & Forecourt
- Donovan
HillTakada, Ni
Team:
Hamilton Wilson,
Tomo
The Sir Zelman Cowen Award for Public Architecture, RAIA National Award 2007
Sarah Russell, Phillip Lukin

2009 AIA QLD State Awards - GHM Addison Award
2010 CEFPI Educational Facilities Awards (Australiasia Region) - Commendation for
Renovation/Modernisation of a School

4+5 BRISBANE
CITY CENTRE
DRAFT
MASTERPLAN
Brisbane
Grammar School
- Lilley Centre
- Wilson
Architects
Donovan Hill (Timothy Hill Architect)
Overlapped
indoorCity
andCouncil.
outdoorComplete
learning 2006
sites enable
Client: Brisbane
reprogramming
Team: Timothyovertime
Hill, Donovan Hill Architects
2006 Award for Excellence in the urban design category
of the Qld Planning Institute of Australia Awards

Resurrection
RAIA Emil Sodersten Award for Interior Architecture, RAIA National
Award 2007of

Building of the Year, RAIA Regional (Brisbane) 2007
campus
Commendation – Public Architecture, RAIA Regional Awardsthe
(Brisbane)
2007 development

8

UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND LAKESIDE PRECINCT

Wilson Architects
Translational Research
Institute $600,000,
complete
2006
Wilson Architects
& Donovan
Hill
Procurement: Traditional Lump Sum
A stage one laboratory
buildingWilson,
overlapped
with Beth Wilson, John Harrison
Team: Hamilton
John Thong,

6
2009 IDEAS FESTIVAL
Wilson Architects + Donovan Hill Architects in Association a stage two pharmaceutical factory for a site that
2009 QDOS (Qld Design on Show) Gold Award for Visual facilitates conception, testing and production
Communication - Ideas Festival - ‘Q Garland’ Installation

2010 AIA Brisbane Commendation for Commercial A
2010 AIA QLD Award ‘Beatrice Hutton Award for Com
Architecture’

Carefully sited memorable rooms sit within
an extending grid of optimised flexible office
accommodation buildings

Balnaves Multi Media Centre - Wilson Architects

ARCHITECTS IN ASSOCIATION

A Bond Uni Multi Media Centre upgrade stretches to
yield a knowledge hub for a fragmented campus

Achieve urban design objectives at a
landmark level in their place that excite
and attract visitors

potential

10 NORTHBRIDGE OFFICE TOWER (S
Donovan Hill (Timothy Hill Architect)
$135,000,000, xxxsqm, complete 2009
Procurement: Managed Contract
Team: Timothy Hill, Donovan Hill Architec

Neville Bonner Building - Donovan Hill &
Davenport Campbell

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND PROFESSIONAL REPRESENTATION

DEMONSTRATED ABILITY TO ACHIEVE HIGH QUALITY DESIGN

A recreational space for intense public use to orientate
and organise, congregate and entertain.

the memorable circular drive through

2010 AIA QLD Award for Public Architecture
Another
TRIforimage
FDG Stanley Award
Public Buildings, RAIA State Awards new
(Queensland)
‘gate’ 2007
sites simultaneously
clarifies
and enlarges
2010 AIA QLD
Commendation
for Interior Architectu

An office building yields a laneway for 150,000 visitors Statement as to the extent of local content as reflected in the proposed key team members......
per day, which adjusts civic understanding of a
previously neglected part of the city. The tower above,
C House - Donovan Hill
heralds the CBD’s Southern edge.
A carefully envisaged permanent plan enables timeless
flexibility as program and function adapt.

Suncorp Stadium - Wilson Architects

10

Santos Place - Donovan Hill

Lease and occupy first, complete construction second,
certify for 6 star sustainable operation third

Translational Research Institute Wilson Architects & Donovan Hill

‘Garland’ Wilson Architects & Donovan Hill

‘Garland’ - A public installation to elicit community
engagement and response.

Particularised public space contrasts with uber
flexible performance space to enable churn within
systematised interior plates

2

Identify and define strategic opportunities
‘beyond the brief ‘ to achieve cultural
objectives

WILSON ARCHITECTS + TIMOTHY HIL

Accommodate internal and external
functional elements and programmes to
an extent that provides for future change

State Library Queensland - Donovan Hill &
Peddle Thorp
Lecture Theatre - Wilson Architects

4

A sustainably designed multipurpose theatre with
covered outdoor waiting areas.

To be cost effective in delivery and life
cycle including staged construction

5

7
Condensing
the initial brief within the allocated
envelopes has yielded 10,500 square meters for future,
instead of ‘current’ development

To respond to physical site
characteristics and constraints including
future development site planning

DEMONSTRATED PREVIOUS DESIGN WORK - WilsonArchitects & Timothy Hill Architect - Sheet 2
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ISSUES APPRECIATION

METHODOLOGY

ORGANISING PRINCIPLES

PHILOSOPHY

‘Sonny I remember as those Evandale
buildings were put up over the years.
They kept the good ones....though they
have become something quite beyond the
imagination of your father. But he is as proud
as punch now. Reckons that as a coastie he
helped pay for them.’

‘I told them it was made of SAND and it
FLOODS!... but adjusting the water edge like
that and putting the spoil on top of an above
ground carpark.....I kinda relaxed a bit’.

‘If you wont use the public transport down by
the water I’ll pick you up beside the terrace
up under the canopy.’ ‘ What you mean up?’
‘Forget it, its at the same level it used to be,
you don’t notice its up’. ‘ But some of its really
up’. ‘Yeah but its like the hinterland and that’s
really up’.

‘Can’t imagine why one of the big cities didn’t
do it this way...its supposed be the country of
the great outdoors and I tell you its about time
someone put the real #@%*! culture where it
belongs’.

‘Well madam I assure you I would have gone
to Evandale more, if it had been connected
into everything else the way it is now’.
‘You wanna take the bridge over to
Evandale?....well it is where you would expect,
down the end of the strip where it opens into
the park. You’ll see another little garden... it
slides on over from there’.
‘They talked about partner buildings on the
site....I was in two minds but they are really
integrated with the other park stuff instead
of being stuck on the edge....I’ll word up the
VC... its a goer’
‘Dear, with all this new stuff going in everyone
was worried about losing the park, but frankly
dear, the park seem now seems bigger than
before’
.

‘Once we finished making the first outdoor
installations with artists using the locals (you
know the fibreglass and marine guys and
the film folks and them digital kids for the
skylights and facade stuff), everyone wanted
in. Everyone. All the good APT stuff is in our
hillside these days. Makes you realise (they
commission good ones at least one a year).....
we have the only real outdoor art space in Auz
and it just keeps accumulating and they just
keep coming back. Everyone.’

50

‘Most galleries kinda end up as blind boxes.
I guess they kinda have to. With this one you
kinda don’t notice because where everyone
is moving around, well its kinda just there and
you kinda see the stuff without even kinda
going in’.

‘Yes but.....all the fancy bits are gardens or art.
There are really just three buildings. They are
pretty straightforward buildings but.’
‘Honey I dont need to go back to that
fancy hotel, its got everything they got (you
know amazing pools and terraces and
gardens’n’stuff) but this is just like... a better
version of them. I could stay here all day.’

GREAT HALL

10

‘Sweetie, look I get around and I’ve seen this
new theatre stacking caper, but having one on
the roof as well makes so much sense when
there is so much to see. Any that’s what we
tourists do. You gotta climb to the tippy top. Its
just cool sweetie.’

‘Well its like the Goldie itself....a tower here a
cute bungalow there.’

GALLERY

CARPARK CARPARK CARPARKCARPARK
CARPARK CARPARK CARPARKCARPARK
CARPARK CARPARK CARPARKCARPARK

0m

‘Babe I know its raining but just put the car in
and walk straight out at level three where the
Octagon is. Its all under cover.’

‘Just luuurv that its so casual dude, its why
I hang at the Coast anyway. I swim and I
checkout Art. Here i can check out the Art from
in the pool.’
‘Have you ever been to a real city that doesn’t
have a real park? They nailed it by having the
arty stuff there as well’
‘About time someone realised there is more to
the Gold Coast than the strip. Its not just the
glitter that brought us here.’

‘I like how its not like one of those precinct
damn things that everyone is doing....there are
big beauties and little beauties but somehow it
hangs together like a real place.’

‘Mate you can see that buffed up Octagon
thing from wherever you arrive. Mate just
make for that. Its all at your feet mate.I guess
you cant see your feet mate, but you can see
way out to everywhere else’

GALLERY GALLERY

NARRATIVE RESPONSE - WilsonArchitects & Timothy Hill Architect - Sheet 3
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GREEN
BRIDGE
CHAPEL

CHILDREN’S
PLEASURE
GARDEN

FERRY
TERMINAL

RIVER PAVILION

BRIDGE
+ RL 3.0

SAFE
SWIMMING
BEACH
TRANSPORT
INTERCHANGE

ROOF TOP
GARDEN /
AUDITORIUM

LIVING ARTS
CENTRE
EVANDALE LAKE
SWIMMING
POOL
SOUND SHELL
PAVILION
AMPHITHEATRE

GCCC
CHAMBERS

+ RL 7.2
OCTAGON
‘GREENHOUSE’

SITE B

EPIC TERRACE

SECURE
SCULPTURE
GARDEN

Extent of New
Arts Museum
shown dashed
under terrace and
sculpture garden

RIVERSIDE

SITE B

SITE PLAN 1:2000 - WilsonArchitects & Timothy Hill Architect - Sheet 4

Bridge connects to both the principal building
datum 7.2m as well as connecting to the ground.

0m

10

50

Epic Terrace

New Art Museum
Entry

PERSPECTIVE+ SECTION

WilsonArchitects & Timothy Hill Architect - Sheet 5

NEW ARTS
MUSEUM

LIVING ARTS
CENTRE

In stringing the New Arts Museum
beside varying landscapes, the
change in height is used to differentiate
differing
‘porosity’
requirements.
Lower gardens and Octagon Terrace
can offer the ‘Outdoors’ with a walkin-walk-out character. The upper
‘hillside’ has a controlled threshold to
give security to valuable or delicate
installations in the adjacent landscape.

The route upwards is powered
by folk seeking the ultimate park
destination; the rooftop outdoor
amphitheatre. The tower climb is
compelling. It yields an experience
suggested by the many private
towers in the skyline; giving a view
to them and offering the pleasures
of viewing out of one.
The convincing logic of stacking
multiple theatres served by large
loading lifts has been demonstrated
in Hamburg and Dallas. As here,
the public perimeters of the ‘blind
boxes’ can be opened to view. The
existing auditorium is given a ‘collar’
of public circulation beside the main
RL 7.2m ground plate. Circulation
to new theatres, via automated
walkways, climbs upwards and
around terraces for public use and
community rehearsal. The often
empty lobbies of ‘theatre complexes’
are at Evandale filled with people
and ‘performance noise’ across the
day and night show program.

GREEN BRIDGE

ROOF TOP PARK +
AMPHITHEATRE
COMMERCIAL HIRE AND LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT
BLACK BOX THEATRE +
REHEARSAL

RESIDENT PERFORMING
ARTS (DISTRIBUTED)

SCULPTURE GARDEN

CINEMA

DRAMA THEATRE
GALLERIES

Clearing the 6m boating traffic
height, the trussed and glazed bridge
delivers directly to both Evandale
ground heights; RL 7.2 and RL 3.0.
The glass encased pedestrians and
cyclists are screened from Chevron
Island homes.

GREAT HALL

EPIC TERRACE

ENLARGED OPPOSITE
PROMPT

EXISTING AUDITORIUM RETAINED

ACCESS TO CARPARK LOWER
LEVEL AND LOADING BAYS

UNDERCOVER
PEDESTRIAN ACCESS

BUILDING COMPONENTS
LIVING ARTS CENTRE

CONCEALED LOADING &
SERVICE ROUTE UNDER
LAYDOWN

CARPARK

NEW
ARTS
MUSEUM

RETAINED BUILDINGS

DIAGRAMS - Sheet 6
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